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Introduction: 

 
Music for Dance aims to provide a resource bank of dance music and associated 
ideas for use by specialist and non-specialist teachers of dance. The 
programmes differ from other School Radio dance series in that they have no 
presenter or voice-over: instead, the programme time is devoted to providing a 
rich and varied music resource supported by Teacher's Notes covering potential 
movement content and ideas for composition. 
 
The programmes are intended to be open-ended, enabling teachers to draw on 
them when relevant to different themes or ideas and also allowing pupils to 
respond in a way that encourages a variety of outcomes. This feature of the 
series may be particularly attractive to teachers with some dance experience. 
Several of the programmes are grouped together under popular topic headings. 
 
Each programme contains: 
 

 warm up music 
 several pieces of music, thematically linked and of sufficient length to form 

the basis of a dance in themselves 
 a specially edited mix of the music already featured, providing the 

opportunity for a longer and more varied dance narrative based on the 
individual pieces 

 
There is a huge range of music included - classical and chart hits, world music 
and film scores, as well as a wide range of sound effects and sometimes archive 
recordings of specific events - all grouped thematically to provide the perfect 
accompaniment for your own dances. 
 
How to use the series: 
 
Choose a programme that is thematically suited to your project or class needs - 
the series can be dipped into at random. 
 
Decide in advance whether to work with just one piece of programme music or to 
use the complete mix at the end of each programme, building towards a seamless 
dance performance. 
 
Listen to the music, then discuss and select or combine the programme 
composition, grouping and movement ideas for each programme to develop your 
dance. Refine and adapt your material by adding your own ideas within the 
dance. 
 
Evaluation and appreciation: 
 
Dancers should be encouraged to view, describe and analyse their work during 
and at the end of each session. 
 

 Did parts of the dance stand out and if so why? 
 Where can movement quality be improved? 
 Was the dance interesting and worth watching? 
 Discuss the overall form of the dance including the use of repetition and 

development - did the dance have a clear beginning, middle and end? 
 Was there a smooth transition between sections to link the dance? 
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The Curriculum: 
 
The Curriculum in England and Wales requires that pupils should be taught: 
 

 'to compose and control their movements by varying shape, size, 
direction, level, speed, tension and continuity'; 

 'a number of dance forms from different times and places, including 
some traditional dances of the British Isles'; 

 'to express feelings, moods and ideas, to respond to music, and to create 
simple characters and narratives in response to a range of stimuli, through 
dance'. 

 
Dance teaching involves the three strands of composing, performing and 
appreciating. Children need to be taught how to generate movement material, 
build dance phrases and structure their ideas into a dance. They need to develop 
technical skill in terms of action, space and dynamics and to develop a dance 
vocabulary that will enable them to respond discerningly when viewing dance.  
 
Glossary: 
 
Some of the following words are used throughout these Notes: 
 
Action - movements and gestures 
Dynamic - speed and force or quality of movements and gestures (quick or slow, 
strong or gentle, direct or free-flowing) 
Relationship - who or what you dance with, e.g. pair, group, prop 
Space - where you dance, e.g. direction; level - high, middle, low; pathway - 
floor and air patterns moving through the space 
Composition - various structures can be used, for example, unison - performing 
together at the same time 
Canon - performing a movement or sequence one after the other question and 
answer or action and reaction follow-my-leader 
Rondo - chorus and verse 
Complementary - performing different but complementary moves 
 
Audio on demand service: 
 
Programmes are available to order (for UK schools and other academic institutions 
only) on CD. Further information is available at this page of the School Radio website: 
www.bbc.co.uk/schoolradio/howtoorder.shtml 
 
Programmes are also available as audio on demand from the School Radio website for 
7 days following transmission (check the contents table above for dates). The audio 
on demand is a reliable service on broadband that allows you to listen to the 
programmes ‘streamed’ over the internet. This means that you can play the 
programme to your class either: 
 

 direct from a computer 
 from a hifi by connecting the output of the computer into a suitable input on 

the amplifier (which offers enhanced sound quality) 
 by connecting the computer to an interactive white-board. To listen to the 

audio files you will need to have installed ‘Realplayer’ on your computer. This 
commonly-used software is easy to download from the internet if you do not 
already have it. 
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There are instructions on how to do so at the BBC School Radio website: 
www.bbc.co.uk/schoolradio/help.shtml 
 
Using the audio on demand service is just as flexible as using a prerecorded CD of the 
programmes. You are able to pause the programme whenever you wish and also scroll 
forwards and backwards through a programme to locate other sections or to listen to 
sections again. 
 
Programmes in mp3 file format: 
 
Programmes are also available in mp3 file format. The main advantage of 
ordering the resources this way is that you will also receive all the other 
resources for the term in question at no additional cost. The mp3 files be 
conveniently transferred to a media device, but please note that most CD players 
do not play mp3 files at the current time. 
 
If you would like to order programmes in this way please tick the mp3 boxes on 
the order form. 

 

 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schoolradio/help.shtml
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1: The Romans 
 
A Roman court banquet 
 
FIRST CIVILISATIONS FESTIVAL II by Dirk Campbell 
Music duration: 1 min 25 secs 
 
Composition ideas: question and answer * rondo * complementary 
 
Grouping ideas: Class tableau - small groups take on the roles of musicians and 
dancers performing at an imaginary court banquet with wealthy Romans laying 
on couches, being served food and wine as they enjoy the entertainments. 
 
Movement ideas: 

 Musicians – Use the music to mime playing flutes, horns and percussion 
instruments. 

 Dancers – Light, free movements; stepping, skipping, turning and 
spinning with the music. Use all the performance space around the central 
banqueting group. Dancers sometimes wore masks – reveal the nature of 
your mask (happy, sad, angry, mischievous etc) by the quality of your 
movements and by developing an appropriate movement motif to repeat 
throughout the sequence. 

 Wealthy Romans – Confident, superior poses laying on imaginary 
couches positioned around a central banqueting table. Miming animated 
discussions with fellow diners, applauding musicians and dancers, or 
beckoning servants to bring more food or wine. 

 
NB Pupils could take turns to perform the different roles. 
 
B Gladiators 
 
GLADIATOR DRUM by Gavin Griffiths 
Music duration: 1 min 11 secs 
 
Composition ideas: unison * action-reaction * question-answer 
 
Grouping ideas: solo * pairs 
 
Movement ideas: 

 Strutting proudly around the performance space – head high and flexing 
muscles to show how strong and powerful you are. Show how armour and 
weapons might effect the way you move. 

 Practising different fighting moves alone – focus on developing a sequence 
combining clear attacking and defending movements.  Incorporate a 
lunge, a spin, and a jump into the sequence. 

 Practise and set the sequence as if battling against a fierce animal OR Join 
a partner and find ways to combine your ideas to create a paired non-
contact gladiator battle. Exaggerate movements and use slow motion to 
emphasise power and maintain control. 

 Pairs and solo dancers perform a few at a time, leaving the rest of the 
class to decide their fate with a final thumbs up or down! 
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C Roman temples 
 
WINE DARK AEGEAN by Anthony Phillips 
Music duration: 1 min 24 secs 
 
Composition ideas: unison * canon * mirroring * complementary 
 
Grouping ideas: solo * pairs * small groups of 3 or 4 
 
Movement ideas: 

 Slow, regular walking steps to travel round the performance space. 
 Occasionally meeting in pairs or small groups of 3 or four to perform 

sequences inspired by the architectural lines, columns, domes and arches 
of Roman temples. 

 Incorporate a paired or group balance and counter-balance. 
 Move smoothly and fluidly from one position or group shape to the next. 
 Paired or group cameos dissolve and dancers return to solitary, slow 

walking steps.  
 Repeat architectural poses and/or balances with a different partner or 

group.  
 
D Roman soldiers 
TRIUMPHAL MARCH by Dirk Campbell 
Music duration: 2 min 14 secs 
 
Composition ideas: unison * canon 
 
Grouping ideas: solo, then pairs, then 4s, then 8’s – and so on – marching in 
straight rows and columns. 
 
Movement ideas: 

 Practise rhythmic marching steps alone and then in increasingly large 
group formations – march to join a partner, then pairs join to form a 
group of 4, then groups of 4 join to form a group of 8, and so on, until the 
whole class is marching triumphantly together. 

 Experiment with different marching formations and different sized groups. 
 Groups could march on spot / travel / freeze at different times. 
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2: The Vikings 
 
A The Valkyries 
 
RIDE OF THE VALKYRIES by Richard Wagner 
Music duration: 1 min 23 secs 
 
Composition ideas: follow-the-leader * unison * action and reaction 
 
Grouping ideas: small groups (Valkyries) and pairs (warriors) 
 
Movement ideas: 
The Valkyries were female warriors who served Odin. They swooped over 
battlefields choosing the warriors who were to die. 

 Divide the class into two groups – one group represents the battling 
warriors, and the other group the Valkyries. 

 Paired warriors move from one strong freeze-frame battle pose to another 
as Valkyries travel around them with smooth, lyrical swooping 
movements; stretching high and bending low. 

 Develop clear action and reaction sequence as the Valkyries point to the 
warriors who are to die. 

 
B Village life 
 
FINLANDIA by Jean Sibelius 
Music duration: 1 min 17 secs 
 
Composition ideas: question and answer * rondo * complementary 
 
Grouping ideas: Whole class montage with solo dancers, pairs and small groups 
depicting different aspects of life in a Viking village. 
 
Movement ideas: 
Movements and gestures to represent –  

 farming crops and animals 
 chopping wood for buildings and fires 
 fishing and hunting 
 spinning and weaving 
 traders buying and selling furs, grain or timber 
 

C Gods and goddesses 
MARS, THE BRINGER OF WAR from THE PLANETS by GUSTAV HOLST 
Music duration: 1 min 44 secs  
 
Composition ideas: action and reaction * question and answer * unison 
 
Grouping ideas: solo * small groups 
 
Movement ideas: 
Strong and powerful movements and gestures inspired by gods and goddesses. 

 Odin, the chief god, was violent and cruel. He lived in Valhalla where he 
was served by the Valkyries. 
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 Freya, the wife of Odin, was the goddess of love, fertility and marriage. 

She could turn into a falcon and fly. 
 Thor, the god of strength, thunder (caused when he threw his hammer) 

and lightening, rain and good weather. 
 

 Loki was the god of fire. He was the offspring of two giants – the enemy of 
the gods. But Loki swore an oath and became a blood brother of Odin. His 
loyalty was often torn between the giants and the gods. He became known 
as a crafty, mischievous trickster. 

 Portray the major qualities and characteristics of a chosen god by selecting 
appropriate travelling steps, gestures, body shape and facial expression. 

 Contrast the fluid, lyrical movements of Freya and The Valkyries with the 
direct, powerful movements of Odin and Thor. 

 
D Viking raid 
 
EARLY EUROPE WAR by Dirk Campbell 
Music duration: 1 min 17 secs 
 
Composition ideas: unison * action and reaction * canon 
 
Grouping ideas: Groups of 8 to 10 - standing or sitting one pair behind the 
other. 
 
Movement ideas: 

 Begin the sequence in group ‘longboat’ formations using strong, rhythmic 
rowing actions performed in unison. 

 When the music changes, suddenly break out of ‘longboat’ formation but 
stay within same group to enact the Viking raid. All battle actions should 
be non-contact! Use exaggeration, slow-motion, and freeze-frame action 
to emphasise dramatic tension.  

 
E Peaceful settlers 
 
VILLAGE LIFE by Paul Lawler 
Music duration: 1 min 30 secs 
 
Composition ideas: complementary * question and answer * rondo 
 
Grouping ideas: Class montage made up of different groupings to represent 
aspects of life in a Viking village – solo dancers, pairs, and small groups 
 
Movement ideas: 

 Calm, lyrical movements providing stark contrast to previous sequence.  
 Contrast large, smooth farming inspired movements such as ploughing or 

sowing new crops, with small, focused, intricate movements inspired by 
the actions of craftsmen - e.g. making jewellery. 

 All dancers could come together half way through the sequence for a 
celebratory circle dance. 
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3: Walking on the moon 
 
A Lift off! 
 
ALSO SPRACH ZARATHUSTRA (THUS SPAKE ZARATHUSTRA) by Richard 
Strauss 
Music duration: 1 min 36 secs 
 
Composition ideas:   canon * unison 
 
Grouping ideas: Class divided into 3 equal groups * whole class 
 
Movement ideas: 

 Divide the class into 3 groups to perform a lift off sequence, one group 
after the other, with the repeated phrase at the start of the music. 

 Repeat the lift off sequence with all groups moving together, at the same 
time – in unison. 

 
B Zero gravity moon walk 
 
SPACE, THE UNKNOWN AND UFO’S by Ian Boddy 
Music duration: 2 mins 16 secs 
 
Composition ideas: unison * action and reaction * canon 
 
Grouping ideas: solo * pairs 
 
Movement ideas: 

 Slow-motion ‘weightless’ sequence of movements as if experiencing zero 
gravity. 

 Follow the archive recording to take those famous first steps with Neil 
Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin – show how you might feel with clear facial 
expressions, gestures, and by the way you move. 

 Paired slow-motion moon walk - as if wearing a weighted astronaut’s suit. 
 
C Dancing with aliens 
 
CELESTIAL SANK by Steven Wareing 
Music duration: 2 min 3 secs 
 
Composition ideas:  complementary * action and reaction * question and 
answer 
 
Grouping ideas: Small groups of 3 or 4 
 
Movement ideas: 

 Each group creates their own alien – coming together to build their group 
alien shape. 

 Decide how your group ‘alien’ will move – roll / slide / jump etc. You’ll 
need to work closely with the rest of your group to practise and perfect 
your alien’s movements. 

 What happens when different group aliens meet? Do they move apart / 
circle one another / make contact? 
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D SPACEMAN by Babylon Zoo 
Music duration: 1 min  
 
Freestyle finale – you could devise a sequence inspired by the ever increasing 
number of satellites orbiting the Earth OR you could devise a sequence inspired 
by the position and movements of the planets and moons in our solar system. 
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4: Silver screen – silent era 
 
A Comedy walks 
 
THE COMEDIAN by Trevor Bastow 
Music duration: 1 min 13 secs 
 
Composition ideas: action and reaction * canon * question and answer * 
mirroring 
 
Grouping ideas: solo * pairs * small groups 
 
Movement ideas: 
Using the comedy walks of popular silent movie stars as inspiration for a dance 
sequence. 

 Start by practising the well known comedy walk of Charlie Chaplin – with 
toes pointing out to the sides, waddle forwards while circling a closed 
umbrella. Practise the walk along different pathways – straight/wavy/zig-
zagging etc. 

 Develop your own comedy walk with exaggerated, stylized steps – think 
about the type (sliding/jumping/stamping/creeping), size (massive – tiny), 
and direction (forwards/backwards/sideways /diagonal) of the steps. 

 Develop your comedy walk by moving your body into an appropriate shape 
as you travel – e.g. bottom or chest sticking out. 

 Add an appropriate facial expression and a few appropriate movements 
and gestures (like Chaplin’s umbrella swinging movements). 

 What do the comedy characters do when they meet? Experiment with 
different ideas throughout the sequence. 

 
B Horror 
 
OVERTURE: OMENS OF NOSFERATU by James Bernard 
Music duration: 1 min 43 secs 
 
Composition ideas: canon * unison * complementary 
 
Grouping ideas: Class is divided into 3 equal performance groups 
 
Movement ideas: 
Divide the class into 3 contrasting groups – Dracula, Frankenstein, and Wolfman. 

 Dracula – smooth, gliding movements, spinning and twirling an imaginary 
cape. Moments of complete stillness - perhaps hiding behind a raised cape 
or with arms stretched up above head with clawed hands as if about to 
attack a victim. 

 Frankenstein – Heavy, clumsy, heavy steps with jerky, robotic 
movements. Moments of frustration and anger with uncontrolled strength 
and power.  

 Wolfman – Silent, agile, stalking steps with low body position. Light, 
controlled jumps or leaps.  

 Incorporate an appropriate character motif to be repeated throughout the 
sequence – e.g. the Wolfman could perform a howling at the moon pose. 

 Experiment with groups performing their sequences at different times – 
one after the other, or all moving at the same time. 
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C The chase 
 
PANIC STATIONS by Trevor Bastow 
Music duration: 1 min 29 secs  
 
Composition ideas: follow-the-leader * action and reaction * question and 
answer 
 
Grouping ideas: Class divided into 3 equal groups. 
 
Movement ideas: 
Stay in the same 3 groups but this time it’s to represent the villains, damsels in 
distress, and heroes of silent movies. 

 Villains – Mean, crafty, sly facial expressions and poses. Quick, sharp 
movements and gestures – pointing / rubbing hands together / twirling 
moustache etc. 

 ‘Damsel in distress’ – small, dainty, frightened steps. Quick, panic stricken 
movements – as if calling for help or trying to escape. 

 Heroes – Smooth, controlled, impressive movements to block the villain 
and / or rescue the damsel. 

 Consider how to convey the slapstick nature of the chase. 
 How do the 3 main characters react to one another? 
 Experiment with communicating plot via body language and facial 

expression while maintaining the comedy dimension. 
 
D Happy endings 
 
ON A HAPPY NOTE by Jack Trombey 
Music duration: 1 min 33 secs 
 
Composition ideas:  canon * unison * action and reaction 
 
Grouping ideas: In groups of 3 comprising – one villain, one damsel in distress, 
and one hero 
 
Movement ideas: 

 Silent movies generally have a happy ending – damsel saved, hero and 
damsel fall in love, villain captured and taken away by the police – is 
probably the most common one. Discuss alternative happy endings and 
how you might illustrate these through movement, gesture, and facial 
expression. 

 Start by miming your chosen happy ending. Then, select some of the key 
movements and gestures and develop these away from straight mime to 
create a dance sequence. You can vary the size, speed and direction of 
movements. Exaggerate or repeat a movement or gesture to develop a 
motif. Consider who performs the movement, and when. 
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5: Spies and super sleuths 
 
A THE JAMES BOND THEME by Monty Norman 
Music duration: 1 minute 14 seconds 
 
Composition ideas: * unison * action and reaction * canon 
 
Grouping ideas: solo, pairs, whole class 
 
Movement ideas: 

 Stylish walking/strutting steps, then suddenly turn/spin to face a new 
direction and pose. 

 Repeat the sequence with spins or turns on different levels - high, middle 
and low. 

 Confident body posture with head high and strong focus. 
 Paired contact sequence - balance/counter-balance/support. 
 Brainstorm appropriate 007 poses to exaggerate and develop into dance 

motifs - e.g. slick spins/turns on the spot, sudden head turns, poses of 
accusation, checking appearance, etc. 

 
B THE PINK PANTHER by Henry Mancini 
Music duration: 2 mins 35 secs 
 
Composition ideas: complementary * action and reaction * canon 
 
Grouping ideas: solo * pairs * small groups 
 
Movement ideas: 

 Experiment with exaggerated sleuth-like walks – e.g. long, stretched out 
steps OR small, quick, creeping steps, lifting knees high OR careful 
sideways steps, as if back is against a wall. 

 Stop every now and then to perform quick, side-to-side eye movements to 
keep a look-out OR mime looking through a magnifying glass to search for 
clues. 

 Exaggerate movements and use facial expression to maintain the slapstick 
element. 

 Listen carefully and let the music dictate your movements. 
 How will your super-sleuth react to other characters you meet as you 

explore the space around you? Think of comedy detectives stepping round 
in a circle, back to back, without seeing each other OR Inspector 
Clouseau’s karate work-outs with his flatmate, Kato. 

 
C Action sequence 
 
SPYBREAK by The Propellerheads 
Music duration: 1 min 39 secs 
 
Composition ideas: unison * canon * complementary 
 
Grouping ideas: solo (spy) * pairs (guards) 
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Movement ideas: 
Take a classic ‘mission impossible’ style action sequence as inspiration. 

 The break-in: imagine zip-wires, avoiding patrolling guards, dodging 
laser beams to avoid triggering alarms, wire-cutters etc. 

 The mission: Photographing or stealing secret documents. 
 The escape: Reverse the break-in obstacle course. 

 
D Following and being followed 
 
DARKNESS by Pino Donaggio 
Music duration: 1 min 14 secs 
 
Composition ideas: action and reaction * complementary 
 
Grouping ideas: pairs 
 
Movement ideas: 

 Partners take turns to follow or be followed. 
 Strong focus with slow, deliberate movements. 
 Show fear with nervous facial expressions and tense body. 
 Follower uses silent, menacing steps – freezing suddenly each time their 

prey stops to look nervously around. 
 
E Super-sleuth finale 
 
INSURRECTION by Richard Friedman 
Music duration: 1 min 49 secs 
 
Composition ideas:  action and reaction * complementary * canon 
 
Grouping ideas: solo * pairs * small groups 
 
Movement ideas: 

 Quick, urgent gestures and movements 
 Direct pathways 
 Sudden turns, spins or rolls 
 Performance space should look busy with constant action 
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6: Gaming on the Web 
 
A Logging on! 
 
TECHNOLOGIC by Daft Punk 
Music duration: 1 min 30 secs 
 
Composition ideas: unison * canon * action and reaction 
 
Grouping ideas: pairs * small groups 
 
Movement ideas: 
Using the functions of a computer keyboard to inspire dance ideas. 

 Upbeat but regular pace. 
 Repetitive, rhythmic actions with the music. 
 Enlarge or reduce the size an action. 
 Slow it down or speed it up. 
 Copy a gesture or action – pairs or small groups performing in canon (one 

after the other). 
 Direction keys – stepping or jumping forwards / backwards / sideways. 

 
B Gaming fun 
 
POCKET PLATFORM by Andy Britton and David Goldsmith 
Music duration: 1 min 32 secs 
 
Composition ideas: follow-the-leader * action and reaction * unison * canon 
 
Grouping ideas: pairs 
 
Movement ideas: 
Partners explore sequence of gaming challenges with fun, cartoon-animated feel. 

 Energetic jumps and leaps. 
 Bouncing, throwing and catching actions. 
 Zig-zagging or sliding steps. 
 Quick, sudden changes of direction. 

 
C The scary maze chase! 
 
BEHIND THE SHADOWS by Mark Cousins and Adam Saunders 
Music duration: 1 min 29 secs  
 
Composition ideas:  complementary * unison 
 
Grouping ideas: solo 
 
Movement ideas: 

 Quick, urgent travelling steps through imaginary maze.  
 Show the fear of being chased with nervous facial expression and tense 

body. 
 Sharp turns to change direction and follow new pathway. 
 Develop an appropriate movement motif to repeat and develop throughout 

the sequence – e.g. nervous hand rubbing or quick, backwards glances. 
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D Speed it up! 
 
SUPERMARIOLAND (Instrumental) by Ambassadors of Funk 
Music duration: 2 min 22 secs 
 
Composition ideas: follow-the-leader * action and reaction * complementary 
 
Grouping ideas: pairs 
 
Movement ideas: 

 Partners work out a sequence of movements which can be repeated. 
 Partners perform their sequence at single and then double time. 
 Partners perform their sequence together (in unison) and then one after 

the other (in canon). 
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7 : Street dance 1 
 
A Getting started 
 
CLOSER (Instrumental) by NE-YO 
Music duration: 1 min 29 secs 
 
Composition ideas: unison * complementary 
 
Grouping ideas: solo 
 
Movement ideas: 

 Use the start of the music to perform a few isolated movements – 
rhythmic head nods or turns, shoulder rolls or lifts, knee bounces, wrist 
rolls etc.  

 When the music changes, try a few simple rhythmic step and clap 
patterns, travelling forwards, backwards, and side to side. 

 Relax your body and perform with confidence. 
 
B GET’CHA HEAD IN THE GAME by Cast of High School Musical 
Music duration: 2 min 27 secs 
 
Composition ideas: question and answer * canon * unison 
 
Grouping ideas: pairs * small groups 
 
Movement ideas: 

 Isolations – combine rhythmic head nods and knee bounces. 
 Small jumps – low and bouncy with the beat of the music (clap or snap 

fingers at same time as jumps). 
 Locking:   freeze from a fast movement and ‘lock’ in position – hold it – 

then continue at the same speed as before. 
 Focus on fast and distinct arm and hand movements combined with more 

relaxed hips and legs. 
 
C ONE THING by Amerie 
Music duration: 2 min 6 secs  
 
Composition ideas: question and answer * canon * complementary 
 
Grouping ideas: solo * pairs 
 
Movement ideas: 

 Contrast rigid, robotic movements with loose, free-flowing, wave-like 
movements. 

 Circular rolls of different body parts – hips, knees and head. 
 Large, exaggerated, rhythmic movements. 
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D 4 MINUTES by MADONNA and JUSTIN TIMBERLAKE 
Music duration: 1 min 32 secs 
 
Composition ideas: unison * question and answer * canon 
 
Grouping ideas: solo * pairs * small groups 
 
Movement ideas: 

 Popping:  quickly contracting and relaxing muscles to cause a jerk or ‘pop’ 
in the dancer’s body. 

 Combine popping movements with loose, free-flowing, wave-like 
movements practised in the previous sequence. 

 Add a few strong, direct gestures – points, claps, wrist rolls etc. 
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8 : Street dance 2 
 
A YEAH (Instrumental) by USHER 
Music duration: 46 secs 
 
Composition ideas: unison 
 
Grouping ideas: solo 
 
Movement ideas: 

 Warm-up by practising a few rhythmic shoulder raises, head-turns, and 
knee bounces on the spot with the music. 

 
B UMBRELLA by Rihanna. Jay-Z 
Music duration: 2 min 35 secs 
 
Composition ideas: unison * canon * question and answer 
 
Grouping ideas: pairs * small groups of 3 or 4 
 
Movement ideas: 

 Isolations – head turns, shoulder raises etc with the beat of the music. 
 Loose, fluid style – using circular rolls of hips, knees, head etc. 
 Sectioning – keeping the ribcage still while moving the hips, and vice 

versa.  
 Contrast robotic and free-flowing moves. 

 
C SINGIN’ IN THE RAIN by Mint Royale 
Music duration: 2 min 2 secs  
 
Composition ideas: Groups or crews performing one after the other in a typical 
turn-based showcase or battle of dance routines 
 
Grouping ideas: small groups or break-dancing crews 
 
Movement ideas: 
Inspired by various break-dancing moves. 

 Top-rock: Any string of steps performed from a standing position 
demonstrating a mixture of coordination, flexibility, style, and rhythm. 

 Downrock: All footwork performed on the floor and usually performed 
with the hands and feet on the floor. 

 Powermoves: Actions that require momentum and physical power to 
perform – these moves are for the professional breakdancer and require 
enormous strength and stamina.  Explore easier and safer alternatives – 
such as spinning around on your bottom. 

 Freezes: Hold still in a stylish pose. 
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D BEGGIN’ by MADCON 
Music duration: 1 min 48 secs 
 
Composition ideas: complementary * unison * canon  
 
Grouping ideas: solo * pairs * small groups 
 
Movement ideas: 

 Rhythmic movements using isolated body parts. 
 Strong gestures and poses – pointing, waving, grabbing and rotating 

imaginary cap - while walking on spot with the beat. 
 Robotic actions including the moonwalk or backslide step. 
 Experiment with popping or locking moves interspersed within loose, free-

flowing sequence. 


